
CANDYLAND 

Let me tell you about my crazy adventure on 24th December. It was a normal day. In the 

morning it was very dark. First, I made my breakfast, then I went to school. In the first 

lesson it was very nice, and I was happy. But then we got our exams back. I had a bad 

mark and I asked Julian K., Marlon, Julius and Samira about their marks. They had bad 

marks, too. We were all angry and sad. In the next lesson we were very loud and thought 

about an excuse for our parents. In the afternoon we met and had an idea. We climbed 

on the roof of our school and wanted to jump of the rooftop. “Three, two, one”, we jumped, 

but we tumbled across the ground. We were on a different planet. First, we lay on the 

ground. After a few minutes we got up. We only saw chocolate. We noticed that we were 

in the Candyland. Suddenly Julian K. ate a piece of chocolate. 

 

“Ahh”, Julius screamed. “You ate my arm.” ”Oh, I`m so sorry.” We found a sugar arm and 

put it on Julius’s joint. ”We must look for a little house to have a sleepover.” Marlon said. 

Then we saw a house and went inside. There were big animals. We hid behind a wall 

because we were afraid of these animals. Suddenly a big bear came around the corner 

and he told us his name. He was very friendly and his name was John. Then the other 

bears came and they were friendly, too. The boss of them told us about the country where 

we were. There were lots of gangs in this country: The Gummi Gang (the big bears), the 

Sugar Streets Seventy-four, The Maomia, the Nick Kings and the Dark Lord. The Dark 

Lord was the King of the Candyland, but he was really bad. ”We have to help this country.”, 

Samira said. ”I`ve got an idea, we can ask the other gangs for help.” 



 

So, we slept in the house of the Gummi Gang. On the next day we got up very early. It 

was very difficult to find the other gangs, because they had top secret hidings. So, we 

searched the Maomia. When we were at the coordinates we saw nothing. But then we 

looked down and saw the Maomia. We asked them to save the country and they said yes. 

We were very happy. But the problem was, that the Dark Lord knew that we were 

coming. He used a spell to make our weapons less strong. So, our best weapon was 

useless. Now we planned to fight against the Dark Lord: “First, we have to fight against 

the Dark Lord, then the Maomia and finally, the Gummi Gang.” Then we went to Dark 

Lord City to fight against the Dark Lord. Our tactic worked, and we brought peace to 

Candyland. We were very happy. 

 

After that every person wrote on a piece of paper who should be the next king. “The 

next king is……… the boss of the Sugar Streets Seventy-four, Bob. Bob is a nice guy”, 

John said. Then the crown came. There were lots of diamonds and gold. But suddenly 

someone attacked us, and we fell in a gorge. I looked up and saw Mrs. Saura y Vogt with 

a ruler and she knocked on my table. “Don’t sleep during the lesson! We have to write a 

test.”  

The End 
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